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Figure 1: The Punch-Sketching e-textiles technique enables individuals to “draw” with a single conductive thread (see left hand) and then easily pull threads out to redo circuits (see right hand). The technique creates stitches on the top and loops seen from the bottom (middle). Punch-Sketching enables individuals to prototype while being creatively expressive (right).

ABSTRACT
Tangible toolkits enable individuals to explore concepts through combining components together and taking them apart. The strength and limitation of many e-textile toolkits is that threads hold them in place, and once put together they need destructive methods to take them apart. In this paper, we propose Punch-Sketching e-textiles, a drawing technique that uses a punch needle to iteratively prototype soft circuits. The benefits of this approach is sustainability and reusability where users can easily pull out circuits without damaging the materials or creating waste, while also testing out concepts using the actual threads that will be used in the final prototype. To validate our technique, we ran three studies comparing sewing and punching e-textiles through: 1) Understanding the process with two fiber artists; 2) Exploring the potential with four beginner users; and 3) Utilizing our methods further with 10 occupational therapists. Insights from these three studies include when and how to use each method, toolkit recommendations, considerations for iterative physical prototyping, sustainability, and accessibility.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Makerspace prototyping tools, though useful for iteratively exploring and tinkering, are also known for producing large amounts of waste [15]. This is compounded in the field of e-textiles, which produces waste through both short textile lifecycles (such as fast fashion) and consumable electronic hardware components [66]. In response, researchers in Human Computer Interaction (HCI) are increasingly exploring and emphasizing the importance of sustainable use of materials and how this waste can be repurposed [15, 37, 66]. Sustainable interaction design explores how we can design with sustainability in mind from the beginning by considering what we will do with an object when it is no longer needed [3, 54].

One way to do this is to design objects so that their materials can be easily reused to make new things [3], as is the case with constructive assemblies. Constructive assemblies are tangible user interfaces made of modular components that can be put together, taken apart, and reassembled [26, 36]. This ability to try out concepts and reuse components in a hands-on way makes constructive assemblies particularly useful for education and rapid prototyping [36]. Most constructive assemblies are inspired by tangible blocks and connect through reusable components [2]. In contrast, e-textile constructive assemblies, called e-textile toolkits in the research [30], have a tension between the ability to reuse components and the ability for creative expression [36]. More creative and expressive toolkits such as the LilyPad [10] use sewn conductive threads and produce waste through the use of consumable materials, whereas block-inspired toolkits with reusable components such as Wearable Bits [30] allow individuals to try out concepts and take them apart, but are less expressive.

In this paper, we aim to address this tension between expressivity and reuse in e-textile toolkits by proposing Punch-Sketching e-textiles, a punch-needle toolkit that enables individuals to reuse e-textile threads (Figure 1). The motivation for this research project is based on the first-author’s experience as an e-textile educator running workshops with beginners, including instructing over 100 participants last year. There are two issues that this work aims to address based on the author’s first-hand experience. First, unlike the Arduino beginner workshops that have reusable components such as breadboards and wires, e-textile workshops have a large amount of materials that become consumables because they are sewn in place. Reuse would be especially useful for initial experiential learning activities such as learning how to build series and parallel circuits. Second, mistakes are an important part of learning, such as the first time someone sews in an LED backwards, and the permanent nature of sewing items in place often leads participants to feel frustrated when they have to cut out their work and start again.

To solve this, we utilized the crafting method of ‘punch-needle’ (a crafting technique for threading into fabric membranes without sewing) for sketching and stitching re-usable e-textile circuits (Figure 2). Using this method, we ran 3 studies: 1) Interviews with fiber artists to understand the technique and tools, 2) Comparative studies with beginners, and 3) Interviews with occupational therapists to discuss tool use. This paper contributes a multidisciplinary evaluation of this adapted punch needle method and its use in accessible e-textiles crafting.

Our two main research questions for this work are:
R1: For beginners, how would Punch-Sketching affect the process and experience of prototyping e-textiles compared to sewing e-textiles with a sewing needle?
R2: What are the impacts and benefits of the Punch-Sketching in terms of reuse of materials, sustainability, accessibility, and inclusive design?

2 RELATED WORK
A sketch is a rough outline, drawn lines, a snippet of code, a collection of comedic actions, or a brief, written overview [12]. The sketch across all domains is familiar in its brevity and fluid nature, inviting opinion – it is not a final option. In this way, sewing can perform a similar feat: by creating a fast, representational image borne of stitching, un-pickable, changeable, which invites further enquiry. Between sketching and sewing, there exist multiple entry points into the domain of HCI and the culture of Makerspaces. We examine first, the role of sketching in enquiry for HCI, then the current space of stitching within this research space, before focusing on e-textile prototyping and sketching circuits.

2.1 Sketching as Process in HCI
Many HCI projects start with ideation and sketching, both in industry and academic circles [12]. Visual notes, outlines and iterations can be seen while individuals and teams work out the context and details of prototypes. Sketching is a useful tool for "trying out" ideas, for items or interfaces that do not yet exist [61, 63], and is inherently speculative in nature [60, 65]. Sketching is also a fact finding exercise, and imagery can be made, overlaid, annotated until the ideas become concrete [35]. The ‘rough’ nature of a sketch invites dialogue and can communicate intent [18]. Within computer science, the definition of a sketch is often loosely associated with the description of snippets of code, and these too, follow the same rules of scarcity and invitation to edit [14]. HCI as a field is broad, and the use of sketching is welcomed as a part of the design space of research. From basic pen and paper ideation [62], to sketching by robots [64], this simple process inspires and elucidates interactions.

2.2 Stitching in HCI
Much like sketching, stitching is an ancient yet tangible process to create, mend and link materials. It has roots in purely functional items such as clothing and shelter, but can also be used to create artistic representations [25], communicate narrative or information [51], and, in the context of this work, support the making of functional, interactive prototypes [56]. The use of stitching in HCI has the advantage of being aesthetically pleasing which is of importance but also goes beyond this [41] – there is an ongoing dialogue between function and aesthetics. Stitching is playing multiple roles in designing and making computational products, as art, as craft, and also by bringing things together in a literal sense. As an example, Giles uses stitching as a process of creating multi-sensory prototypes with participants with visual impairments, as it offers a tangible method for creating lines and connecting spaces in electronic and textile media [17], likewise, Strohmayer and Meissner stitch quilted components together during co-creation, but also use the stitching to bind the wires into the fabric of their interactive...
Partnership Quilt [58]. In both examples, the stitching has both an aesthetic and functional purpose, creating electronic textiles which have multiple functions through the addition of digital components. Such e-textiles are becoming popular in education [16], makerspaces [57], and functional research (see next section), with continuing innovation to improve and inspire ways in which we work with the sewn line.

2.3 E-textile Prototyping

There are a wide variety of e-textile prototyping tools [50], but when prototyping with novices it is often easier to prototype concepts with toolkits with interchangeable parts. For example, LittleBits [2], an electronic toolkit with magnetic connections, has been used to co-design sneaker e-textile concepts such as MakerShoe [32]. Similar toolkits such as MakerWear [31] or BodyHub [46] attach directly to clothes or accessories for prototyping in place. Fabric toolkits such as Wearable Bits [29, 30], i*CATch [43], Quilt Snaps [8], and Patchwork [4] connect with snaps and are better able to emulate what it feels like to wear or interact with e-textiles. The limitation of these interchangeable kits is their block-like form factor limits the creative expressiveness that is one of the major benefits of introducing individuals to e-textiles in the first place. The Arduino e-textile toolkit LilyPad [6, 7, 10] has sewable components that have enabled new forms of creative expression and aesthetic interactions with soft objects, wearables, and furnishings. The use of thread connections is what allows prototypes to then live in the wild, as they functionally stay in place and allow for aesthetic decoration. Textile crafting approaches such as a Kit-of-No-Parts [11, 47], allow for creative expression to an even greater extent with techniques such as sewing, knitting, crocheting and felting. At the same time, because disassembly involves cutting or the use of a seam ripper (or e-seam ripper [48]), which is destructive to the threads, this makes it difficult and time-consuming to reuse project components.

2.4 Sketching Circuits

In contrast to the blocks approach of constructive assembly toolkits, sketching is the ability to draw in a freehand manner, and is useful for conveying ideas to others for discussion during the early stages of prototyping [13, 63]. Several maker electronics toolkits have been created for “sketching” circuits on paper. The commercial BareConductive is a popular microcontroller and paint set that enables individuals to paint or stencil touch-capacitive interactions. Similarly, pens with conductive silver ink have enabled individuals to draw circuits [55], and erasers like Circuit Eraser allow individuals to edit their drawings [42]. Several toolkits have developed around the expressive potential of conductive inks such as the StoryClip board [27] or TinyProgrammer [39] for illustrations, and a paper-based version of the LilyPad with magnetic connections for drawing computational sketchbooks [9]. Circuit sticker and copper tape kits [23, 52, 53], such as those produced commercially by Chibitronics, are flat and enable circuit components to be almost flush with the paper for papercrafts. Larger scale “sketching” toolkits enable individuals to prototype interfaces for the body. Piezo-resistive kinesiology tape has the benefit of being flexible for removal and re-application [59]. Rapid Iron-On User Interfaces use tapes and patches with the benefit of having pre-made components that can easily be ironed in place, and ironed again to remove [34].

3  PUNCH-SKETCHING E-TEXTILES

In this paper, we propose Punch-Sketching e-textiles using a punch needle tool. A punch needle is a craft tool held like a drawing utensil that creates a continuous loop stitch when pushed through the fabric. To make each stitch, one punches the needle into the fabric, pulls it out, and glides it to the next punch location (Figure 1). This technique is commonly used in handmade rugs and uses the tension of the fabric weave to hold each stitch in place. Compared to other textile techniques, punch needle practitioners often describe their work in relation to other more freehand art methods. In her book Punch Needle, Khouunnaraj describes the method as “a textile art that has the ability to represent imagery, with a natural organic softness, and with an approach that seems like you are drawing with yarn” (p.4) [33]. Pearlman, the author of Modern Rug Hooking, describes her interest in punch needle in a similar manner, “I looked for a form of self-expression that was most similar to creating with paint” (preface) [45].

In addition to the ability to draw textiles, the benefit of this technique for prototyping e-textiles is that stitches will stay in place but are also easy to pull out and “undo” if pulled from a specific direction. Needle punch embroidery is of recent interest to HCI with machine fabrication of 3D embroidery [20], but has not been explored as a tool for manually sketching e-textile circuits or as a method of reusing threads. Notably, our approach is easy for other makerspaces and e-textile practitioners to reproduce since we use commercial punch needle embroidery tools, as well as other readily available craft supplies. Similar to A Kit-Of-No-Parts [47] and
Crafting Technology [11], we look to different craft techniques within textile and fiber arts and explore how to adapt them to solve e-textile-specific problems.

4 STUDY 1: UNDERSTANDING WITH FIBER ARTISTS

To better understand how we engaged beginners in prototyping e-textiles using the punch needle technique, the tools and methods they use for their punch needle work, and how needle punch compares to other techniques, we began our research by interviewing two Fiber Artists (FA1 and FA2) who had recently started to use punch needle in their work. FA1 started working with punch needle two years ago but had also worked with embroidery, weaving and knitting. FA2 is a costume designer who had worked with a variety of stitching and embellishing techniques and had recently begun to use needle punch in decorative home items last year. In this study, we transcribed 2 hours of the video recording, extracted 8 codes and 2 main themes emphasizing the ease of use for beginners as well as the pictorial and representational nature of punch needle compared to other fiber arts. We performed inductive analysis with line-by-line grounded codes for each quote. Codes were then grouped to develop narrative themes.

4.1 Beginner Friendly

Both fiber artists started with punch needle after seeing examples on social media, without buying toolkits or attending prior workshops. FA1 found that “just by looking at other people’s art I could pick it up”. For materials, they both built DIY frames. FA1 used “a canvas stretcher, and then ordered Monks cloth, stapled the cloth onto the stretcher to make a punch needle canvas”. FA2 explained how they punch-needled: “[I] used a metal frame. I screwed them together, and then I sewed them by hand as tight as I could, and then I punched it.” They both discussed making smaller works with embroidery hoops as frames, and FA1 also purchased a tension frame to avoid having to staple fabric and make holes. For needles, they both started off with thicker needles for yarn, before moving to thinner, adjustable needles for embroidery.

In comparison to other techniques, they found it “so much easier” [FA1]. FA1: “I found it super easy to pick up. It’s just a regular stabbing motion”. It was also quicker than other techniques. FA2 “never finished [needlepoint] embroidery because it’s just too time intensive”, but with punch needle she jumped right into completing a large project. FA2: “It was like, okay, let’s go big. We’re going to do a mountain view. It wasn’t that difficult”. They also found it very easy to correct errors. FA1: “Usually [the stitches] stay unless something snags and then I have to pull it through again. The good thing is that with punch needle you can literally just push the yarn back in, like even with a knitting needle you can just poke it back in to fix it. So, it’s not like with knitting if you skip a stitch and you realize like 50 rows later.” FA2 found it easy to make changes to her design when she ran out of a specific yarn expressing that “It was iterative.” FA2 also stabilized loose threads by applying iron-on fusing material to the back of the image once she was done.

4.2 Draw a Picture

Both participants started using the technique to draw images with textiles. FA1: “I thought it was a really neat way to do something more representational” and “started drawing [images of] sculptures”. FA2: “I wanted to do an embroidery with an image with a real scene. Doing this with normal stitching would have taken a very long time. So, I thought to do it with punch needle because it is really, really fast.” In comparison to other techniques, punch needle was “much more flexible I think like just as an art form and as a fiber art” [FA1]. FA1: “I mean it’s really versatile, you can make practical objects, you can make decorative things, you can make rugs, you can make wall art”. The one limitation is that objects made with punch needle are difficult to wash due to the ability to pull the threads out. FA2: “I think it’s cool for everything you maybe wash by hand once a year.”

5 STUDY 2: EXPLORING WITH BEGINNERS

To better understand how Punch-Sketching e-textiles with a punch needle compares to sewing e-textiles with a sewing needle, we ran 2-hour individual beginner workshop sessions with 4 adult participants (P1-4) who have never used e-textiles before, using the tools and materials suggested during the interviews with fiber artists. We had a demo of a series and a parallel circuit (with LilyPad LEDs and a sewable battery pack) made with the punch needle and another that was sewn (Figure 3). We asked participants to replicate them once with sewing and another using the punch needle method. For each method they were asked to:

- Task 1: Create a straight line of conductive thread, a simple circuit, and a parallel circuit
- Task 2: Deconstruct the circuits for reuse.

We chose these activities to emulate those that would occur during beginner workshops. During the activities, we asked them to think aloud and discuss items they found easy or difficult. By running the study sessions in longer 2-hour periods, we were able to capture and discuss the micro-gestures and actions that participants take when doing both manual activities. The interviewer then asked clarifying questions based on each participant’s feedback. In this study, we transcribed 8 hours of the video recording, extracted 18 codes and 4 main themes emphasizing benefits and limitations of Punch-Sketching and sewing e-textiles both for creation and deconstruction for re-use. We performed inductive analysis with line-by-line grounded codes for each quote including “activity – event – participant state”. For example, one of our codes was “needle punch – tension issues – frustration”. These were then used to develop themes based on how participants made sense of and interacted with the materials.

5.1 Juggling Peripheral Attention

The participants enjoyed the process of lighting up their circuits and they all described the process as “fun”. At the same time our beginners found that there were a lot of things that they had to be aware of while building e-textile circuits with both techniques (Figure 3). The positive ones related to “what it looked like and how the pieces were connected” [P4], and the creativity of making their “own style of circuit” [P2], but anything else that needed their
attention was considered distracting. We used off-the-shelf High-Flex 7-ply Karl Grimm silver-plated conductive thread. Participants found that this conductive thread “takes some getting used to” [P1], and they frequently described it as “stiffer”, “thicker”, “frays”, “kinks” and “catches easily” [P1,2,3,4] compared to regular thread.

During sewing, these features of the thread came into focus. All participants found that the thread “has a tendency to get stuck” [P2] and they had to correct accidental knots that occurred on the back. Even after noticing this issue on one knot, it would often reoccur when their focus shifted to other parts of the circuit design. As P4 described sewing with conductive thread, “I think there’s an element of mindfulness to this one, I can’t trust that it is pulled through all the way unless I check it”. This led to all participants constantly “checking on both sides” [P4] and “propping a finger in the middle” [P2] to slow down the thread and avoid knots.

In contrast, the thread’s tendency to kink was seen as a positive during punching since it “remembers” [P2] and holds its shape after being punched. P1: “You’re just punching it. You don’t have to go through looking at both sides of the material.” These kinks helped to hold the punched stitches in place, but there were other peripheral elements that sometimes distracted participants while punching circuits. With both techniques the participants used embroidery hoops, but during punching the hoops became looser as they punched, which affected the stitches. Those who recognized that “it just needed more tension” [P01] would tighten the hoop and continue stitching, but those who did not notice would become frustrated with how “loose the stitches are” [P03].

As P4 increasingly focused on the design of their circuit, the hoop tension “became peripheral, and I probably would not have noticed that distinction between how it was hanging, and related that with particular difficulties”. Another tension issue was that some participants accidentally held the hanging thread inside their tripod grasp of the punch needle, which meant that they would accidentally pull each stitch out right after they punched it. These two findings suggest that e-textile Punch-Sketching can benefit from high-flex quality conductive thread, stronger fabric frames and/or a spool on the punch needle to hold threads up and out of the way, so that participants can focus on what is important – their design.

5.2 Wasteful Sewing

After creating each circuit, we asked participants how they would take out the circuit to reuse items for the next activity. During ‘sewing’ some tried initially to re-use the thread but described it as “tedious” [P1] and “an unnecessary evil” [P2]. In the end, all participants decided to snip the components out with scissors and decided to save “none of the thread” [P3]. Altogether, the knots, short length, and fraying of the thread kept participants from wanting to re-use it. As P2 described the thread’s journey during sewing, “It gets cut, first of all, ’cause you’re putting it on your needle, and then when you’re sewing it, because it’s like an aluminum tinsel, it makes all these weird turns, and there are a lot of loose fibers where it breaks.” After pulling the threads out participants had “little wee bits” [P2] and “a tangled mess of wire” [P4]. Participants also felt negatively about not being able to re-use the threads calling it “a shame” [P1] and P4 saying “it seems wasteful even though I know it is being taken apart to reuse items.”

In contrast, after the ‘punching’ activity, all participants said that they would be able to re-use the threads “for the right activity” [P04]. As P2 describes the process “I’d just pull the thread out. I could reuse that one, and that’s a long piece.” The threads that were retrieved in this method were longer partially because the punch needle creates loops, but also because the former sewing method did not support disassembly. Despite the possibility of being a drawback, all participants mentioned the length of the threads as “incase of punching- as an advantage and the reason that it could be reused. They also described the retrieval process as “easy”. The other circuit elements including the LEDs, battery packs, and embroidery hoops were all seen as reusable in both activities.

5.3 Sew for Permanence

Instead of preferring one technique to the other, participants viewed punching and sewing as useful for different purposes. Participants described sewing as a permanent process with “knots” [P2,P3,P4] and “stay stitches” [P1] that were used for “security”, “longevity”, and to “lock it […] so it’s not going anywhere” [P3]. As P1 states “I usually stitch something so that it doesn’t come out”. They also felt that the e-textile components were more secure when sewn in place.
All participants also discussed how sewing circuits required preparation. It required “foresight and planning [for] where everything was going in advance, because once [a] stitch was in there, going back is not really a possibility” [P4]. Before sewing, all participants said it was important to “measure” and “gauge the distance” [P1] before cutting the thread. Most of the errors participants made were things that they were not able to fix without starting over. Two participants focused on the thread explanation: “I underestimated how much thread I needed” [P2] and “what we are learning from this is that I need more thread than I think” [P4]. The other two focused on the placement of the circuits: “I wasted some material” [P1] and “I don’t think I left enough room to do all three experiments” [P3]. The combination of sewing, knotting and placement problems created what P4 called “the multiple thread danger zone in which I have no thread.”

5.4 Punching for Prototyping

In contrast to sewing, punching circuits enabled participants to work on the fly and change direction as needed. Participants described punching as “a snap” [P1], “quick” [P2], and “fast” [P3]. P4: “It was very satisfying doing a quick line and see it come together at a relatively rapid pace.” Two participants [P1 and P4] emphasized how it was easier than going “in and out” with sewing. Mid-way through punching in two parallel LEDs, P4 decided to try adding 2 more “because the thread here is just continuous, I don’t feel like I’m at the end of the thread, and I just keep going”. Participants described punched circuits as very easy to undo by pulling. P2: “It’s kinda fun, if you mess it up you just pull it out and try again”. You could also redirect a line in progress. P4 upon realizing an error, wound up her stitches and then started punching in the other direction with the same thread. By doing so she was “able to keep what I had done with the LED and then just redirect it. Whereas I don’t think I could have done that redirection with sewing”.

Based on the ability to quickly undo and redo, all participants recommended punching for “prototyping”, “experimenting”, “testing”, “trial and error”, and “hands-on learners”, and then recommended using the more permanent nature of sewing for the final version or “finished product” [P4]. P3: “I could use this to quickly throw up a quick circuit just to make sure it works, and then pull the thread and stitch it more permanently.” P1 compared the punch tool to a basting stitch, which is used to hold fabric temporarily in place: “It’s so much less time consuming and it would be great for basting. For trying to figure out stuff, for experimenting. And then use sewing when you’ve got your plan made.” Punch needle was good for coming up with a plan, “in terms of creativity, to add or to improvise” [P4]. Participants did not choose between punching or sewing, they recommended punching then sewing.

6 STUDY 3: UTILIZING WITH OCCUPATIONAL THERAPISTS

Occupational therapists evaluate tasks, tools, and technologies from a holistic perspective that includes the person, the environment, and the activity [1]. This gives them a unique understanding of how tools are understood by the body’s senses and what factors we need to consider when comparing them. In previous work, interviews and collaborations with occupational therapists have led to a better understanding of how to make tools easier to use for diverse populations [1, 28], and in the context of a makerspace these insights can give facilitators some ideas for items to have on hand. Moreover, prior work highlighted the relationship between occupational therapy and ‘making’ [24] and suggested the great value of hands-on methods and craft.

Therefore, after running Study 2, we opted for evaluating our punching method further and video interviewed 10 occupational therapists (OT1-10) individually to discuss the results and to better understand the differences between the two methods. Interviews started with a demonstration of each technique (sewing and punch needle for e-textiles) and then participants were asked to compare the two based on their area of expertise within OTs. We video recorded and transcribed the interview sessions, each lasting between 30-45 minutes, and used Thematic Analysis to capture the codes and themes. We performed inductive analysis with line-by-line grounded codes for each quote. Codes were then grouped into themes. In this study, we transcribed 8 hours of the video recording, extracted 14 codes and 3 main themes emphasizing benefits and limitations of Punch-Sketching in terms of being a useful learning tool, a support for dynamic grasp and its adaptability as a method.

6.1 Punch Needle as a Learning Tool

All the OTs referenced using ‘task analysis’ to break down the steps and context of a task. Several participants described the punch needle as an intermediate tool between learning how to draw using drawing utensils and sewing with a needle. OT3: “Kids are colouring, so if you have someone who is not understanding the sewing needle this is a good way to introduce the process. If it is too hard, they’re going to lose motivation. So, you have to find that fit for them to be able to feel accomplished and actually working on something”. They also discussed how the punch needle is easier for cognitive sequencing of the task. Instead of threading a new sewing needle for each circuit trace, with the punch needle users could load the thread at the beginning or it could be “facilitators who are doing more of that versus the users” [OT4]. Being able to build circuits on the fly without having to preplan the thread length would also be beneficial for individuals with “reduced impulse control and planning” [OT4]. For both sewing and punching, the OTs recommended using stencils, pipe cleaners, or taped guides, “especially for kids that need a little bit more guidance” [OT7]. The speed of punching would also be useful for individuals who fatigue easily.

All the OTs also compared the visual element of using a sewing needle and a punch needle. OT7: “When it comes to sewing vision is key, especially those tiny little things.” They discussed how the punch needle would be easier to see and would have the benefit of focusing “your visual field on the front of the canvas” [OT1]. They also discussed the benefit of adding contrasting colours for the needle, thread, and fabric. OT3: “Whenever you have low vision you just want big colours for contrast”. OT6: “If your thread is close to the colour of the fabric they may have more difficulty”. In terms of learning the technique they also discussed the added auditory feedback of the sound of the needle punching through the fabric.
6.2 Supporting Diverse Grasps
All OT participants discussed the differences in how you would hold and stitch with a sewing needle and a punch needle, and the grasp patterns involved (Figure 5). They emphasized that “a smaller object requires a more dynamic grasp” [OT3]. The OTs described sewing with a needle as a two-finger pincer grasp that uses fine motor control where everything from your wrist, to small “finger movements” [OT1], to the “the very tip of the finger” [OT5] is involved in controlling the needle. OT1: “When you’re usually doing needlework it’s more of a wrist and finger movement”. In contrast, the OTs described the punch needle as having more possibilities for a larger “gross movement, as in movement of the shoulder as a unit” [OT1] or the “elbow joint” [OT4]. OT5: “If they can’t move their wrist enough, they can just do the up and down motion” which requires “less rotation of the wrist and less dexterity” [OT1]. In terms of the grasp patterns, the punch needle was also described as having more flexibility for a variety of grasp patterns including “holding it like a marker” [OT2] with a tripod grasp, or a fisted palmar grasp.

![Figure 5: The different grasp patterns discussed by the OTs (left) two-finger pincer grasp with a sewing needle, (middle) three-finger tripod grasp with the punch needle, (right) palmar fist grasp with the punch needle](image)

The OTs also discussed the benefits of designing e-textile tasks to be unimanual (one-handed) instead of bilateral (two-handed). OT5: “Besides the hand that is doing the actual sewing, we would have to consider what is being sewn. Like is it flat, is it held by the other hand, is the other hand involved or is it stabilized by another surface?” They described e-textile sewing as a bi-lateral activity because individuals hold the needle in one hand and the fabric in the other. Even when the fabric is stabilized, individuals often use one hand to push the needle through the fabric and the other to pull it from the other side. In contrast, the punch needle only needs to be accessed from 1 side of the fabric so “there’s more adaptations that you can make” [OT1]. OT4: “The product could be stabilized by something and then it’d be easier to control with just one hand”. They recommended DIY adaptions such as easels, wedges, as well as commercial adaptive frames. These insights emphasize the importance of having a secure frame for punch needle activities.

6.3 For Adaptions, Bigger is Better
Sewing needles move through the fabric and therefore need to remain relatively thin, though there are plastic embroidery needles that are slightly larger and easier to use. In contrast, the OTs emphasized that the punch needle “gives you more surface area to grasp” [OT7] and offers more adaptation opportunities. The shift from a thin needle to a wider handle was already a “big adaption” [OT3], but the punch needle also offers “more ways to modify it than the regular needle, cause sometimes an individual might wear a splint or an armbrace, and as an OT we could attach a tool to support that if they don’t have that grasp” [OT5]. OTs recommended creating a “built-up handle” [OT1] as well as “using a longer punch needle so that it’s easier to hold with different grasp patterns” [OT2]. These additional handles could be made through a variety of DIY methods including foam tubing, duct tape, clay, moldable glue (Sugru), play dough, pipe cleaners or pencil grips. The OTs also emphasized how these DIY adaptions are very common when supporting clients on the fly, for example OT8 said “My glue gun is my best friend”.

Another adaptation the OTs discussed was the use of the universal cuffs (e.g. Figure 6e) that individuals might already use for drawing and eating utensils. OT1: “For the pushing and pulling, you could attach it to a cuff for someone who can’t hold it,” OT9: “So you could slide a tool into [the cuff] so [they] wouldn’t even have to hold it”. Because of the large handle and the punching of the needle through one side of the fabric, several OTs mentioned that the punch needle could help bring e-textile sewing to those who would not find the activity safe with regular needles. OT1, OT3 and OT5 discussed opportunities for mouthpieces: “If it’s on an easel I could see somebody who doesn’t have any arm function using it with their mouth to then poke forward with their neck. So, besides their hand, what are the other options, and could it be applied to other body parts” [OT5]. These diverse insights and adaptation opportunities give makerspaces options for the kinds of items they might have on hand to help make e-textile needle punching more accessible.

7 TOOLKIT RECOMMENDATIONS

![Figure 6: Suggested Punch-Sketching e-textiles toolkit with (a) tension frame, (b) Aida cloth, (c) double-sided tape, (d) Stitch Pen from ‘We R Memory Keepers’, (e) (optional) Eazy-Hold adaptive cuff, (f) Karl Grimm conductive thread, (g) LilyPad components](image)

Punch-Sketching combines the aesthetic aspects of fiber arts with the functional nature of creating circuits. As such, there are some
requirements that are unique to working with e-textiles compared with working with regular punch needle tools and materials, such as the stitch tightness around electronic components and connections. Based on our study sessions and interviews we recommend the following toolkit (Figure 6):

- **Needle:** Our beginner participants tended to hold the yarn in their grasp of the punch needle, which caused them to accidentally pull out stitches. Our OT participants also discussed the benefits a tool with both a wide and long handle. We therefore chose the We R Memory Keepers Stitch Pen for its handle, as well as the ability to hold thread in a spool and therefore out of the way. Note that this pen is made for cutting through paper, so the needle needs to be sanded a little with a nail file to smooth it for use with fabric. Sand it until the edges are smooth when felt against your finger.

- **Fabric:** Aida cloth is commonly used in embroidery and its larger holes enable participants to re-use the same fabric for different exercises.

- **Frame:** Though embroidery hoops are commonly used for punch needle, we found that with beginners the need to adjust the tension was a distraction and if they forgot about it their stitches were loose. As a result, we suggest instead using a tension frame which will hold the fabric in place. Attaching optional stick dots to the bottom of the frame will grip the frame to the table surface and make it easier to use the punch needle with one hand.

- **Thread:** All types of embroidery threads can be used for punch needle, but the high-flex 7-ply Karl Grimm copper or silver-plated thread kinks and “remembers” its shape which holds it in place better than other threads. The OTs recommend contrasting colours for populations with low vision.

- **Components:** Not all e-textile components can be used with punch needle. We found that components with larger through holes (approx. 3mm or more) such as the LilyPad enabled participants to do several zigzag stitches through the hole, which kept the components in place even when held upside down. Toolkits especially for Punch-Sketching would benefit from even larger through holes to enable more zigzag stitches.

- **Accessories:** To support unimanual tool use we recommend using double sided tape on the back of components to temporarily hold components in place while individuals make their punch needle stitches.

It is also important to note that the fabric, needle, and fiber (thread or yarn type) are connected. If these three items are matched correctly you will not need to add any adhesives on the back of your project to keep it in place. If your threads fall out, then one of these items is not matching the others. As one item scales up or down the others need to too. For example, if you are using a thicker conductive yarn, you will need a wider needle (such as an Oxford Needle), and a fabric with a looser weave (such as Monk’s Cloth). If you want to use thinner threads (such as a single thread), you would need a thinner needle (such as Igolochkoy™ needle), and a fabric with a tighter weave.

### 8 APPLICATIONS

The technique of Punch-Sketching e-textiles provides new opportunities for re-useable e-crafting, accessible making, soft interfaces, and iterative prototyping.

#### 8.1 Re-useable E-Crafting

Punch-Sketching brings e-textiles toolkits one step closer to a constructive assembly that is both re-useable, and creatively expressive (Figure 7). Though our participants used conductive thread and e-textile components, the technique can also be expanded and combined with other non-conductive materials such as colourful embroidery floss and yarns of varying widths. Our aim is that individuals can explore and learn about the creative potentials of e-textiles with all the flexibility provided by using thread, while still being able to work iteratively to easily undo mistakes and redo stitches. These features provide new opportunities for education and quickly learning through errors rather than getting frustrated by them.

#### 8.2 Accessible Making and Crafting Tools

The movement from a small sewing needle to a larger punch needle provides an easier grasp and turns a bilateral task into a unimanual task. This provides accessibility opportunities for people with limited hand dexterity or mobility impairments, but there are also a wide variety of adaptions that can be added based on our discussions with OTs. Also, the benefit of using a tool with a tripod grip is that individuals with disabilities can re-use assistive tools they might already have for writing, drawing, and utensil use (such as the EazyHold grip). For example, occupational therapists often recommend assistive tools such as universal cuffs or built up foam grips. Instead of focusing on one specific disability, our OT interviews aim to provide makerspaces with ideas of accessories and craft supplies that they can have on hand to support the diverse populations that might walk through their doors.

#### 8.3 Fuzzy or Furry Interfaces

In this paper we present using the punch needle technique with the loops facing down, but the original purpose of the punch needle within fiber arts is for making hooked rugs and textured surfaces. Combined with Punch-Sketching e-textiles, the loops created by the punch needle can also be utilized for fuzzy or furry interfaces (Figure 8). To do so, individuals can sketch on the back using conductive threads and yarns, and then flip their work over to present...
the loops side up. This technique can also be used with conductive yarns, with longer needles providing longer loops. This looping technique provides new aesthetic and design opportunities for individuals to draw friendlier and fuzzier interfaces, similar to Margaret Orth’s tufted interfaces [44].

8.4 Prototyping in 3D

For e-textile practitioners and as well as multidisciplinary teams from other fields, such as fashion and interior designers. Punch-Sketching e-textiles can enable them to quickly sketch out concepts and test out ideas in a free-hand manner (Figure 9). In this way the tool can extend upon the practices of manually sketching that these fields already have, with the added opportunity of testing out ideas in-situ. For creatives with practice with the tool, the punch needle enables them to sketch in space without using a tension frame and instead holding the fabric between their fingers.

Figure 8: two furry interfaces for controlling mood lighting made with punch needle

9 DISCUSSION

We believe that the technique of adapting the punch needle to sketch sustainable, adaptable circuits, has potential to be extended further in e-textiles research. So far we have demonstrated that the Punch-Sketching technique has three major benefits: first being that the technique is easy to reproduce and accessible to makers and researchers in that it uses commercial tools and craft supplies; second, in that the sustainability of the technique is embedded in the fact that materials can be re-used several times – with the thread being pulled out and made available for subsequent workshops; and, third, the stitched line is easy to do/undo – the ability to edit along the way takes the frustration out of prototyping and getting things wrong the first time. The fact that the punch-needle technique is already known to those who stitch and craft means that by using this tool we allow people to leverage existing skillsets, which may also have the benefit of inviting new makers into the space of e-textiles.

9.1 Sketching E-textiles as Process

Our method has demonstrated the efficacy of the punch-needle to mirror the swift ease with which we can sketch a concept with a pencil and paper, much as Khouunnaraj [33] likened the technique to be most similar to drawing with yarn. Sketches should not be laborious, slow works, they need to work concurrently with the thought process of the individual, they should allow for further creation after the fact. Punch-Sketching e-textiles also bridges the gap between stylus based sketching and rapid-prototyping – being part of both processes.

When we are familiar with tools, we are more likely to feel able to engage in a situation, even if the context is novel [60] – and further, we can also use familiar tools without extensive training, such as mapping gestures associated with the measuring tape to the digital space [19], or digital stylus with extra interactions [22, 38]. Our use of the punch-needle, a popular method of stitching quickly and freely, may open the e-textiles space to users who are already familiar with stitching, but are unfamiliar with the e-textiles space. Current works in e-textile tool development have looked to adapt existing items, for example, Posch’s E-textiler’s Tape tool [49], adding connectivity in existing needlecraft tools such as crochet hooks [48], and even creating wearable components to assist with other tools [21] – and this shows that there is the potential for developing brand new methods for testing and creating e-textiles. However, there is also the potential to identify, and leverage existing tools – such as the punch-needle – to invite ease into e-textiles methods. The future of tools and methods in e-textiles is thus likely to be a hybrid space.

9.2 Sustainability in E-textiles

Sustainability is a wicked problem [5] in that the systems involved are so complex and are so rarely fully visible to us that we can only slowly chip away at solutions. In e-textiles, and in textiles and electronics in general, this complexity is heightened through opaque manufacturing systems. Similar to the work of Unfabricate [66], we aim to address sustainability through designing for disassembly and reuse. With Punch-Sketching e-textiles our sustainability aims were narrow, to enable makerspaces to reuse e-textile materials across workshops, and many problems within the manufacturing of e-textiles remain. At the same time, the Punch-Sketching concept of making, un-making and re-making could be expanded to customizable products. For example, one could easily imagine a tote bag made of a punchable material where the design could be taken out and updated whenever someone wants a new look. The
ability to erase means we never need to get rid of something, we can simply edit or update it until it actually wears out.

9.3 Ergonomics and Accessibility

Whilst Punch-Sketching e-textiles is accessible in terms of availability and cost, it also has the potential to be adapted for users with different needs. We intend to examine whether existing commercially available grips for pens and other tools might be adapted for use with the punch-needle. This would provide wider access to the technique and hopefully allow those who may not currently have the ability to engage with e-textile circuitry the opportunity to create their own prototypes. In terms of ease of use, the tool could also be adapted to be integrated with a wearable meter for testing and debugging circuits in real time, such as that investigated by Hill et al. [21] – meaning testing was hands-free and not a subsequent act. Combined with the ability to easily unpick and re-sew lines, this also has the advantage of speeding up the making process – in this way we can physically “CTRL-Z” and undo, much as we would whilst using screen based media.

9.4 Reflection

Although we position our Punch-Sketching e-textiles technique in the creation of functional circuitry, there also lies the potential to bridge the gap between function and aesthetics. By this we mean that the functional sewn line might also serve a dual purpose to be both circuitry and representational – the art being of and in itself the link. Stitching as a notion also means to bring things together and bind them, and makerspaces bring people together in mutual interests, and educate. Our sketching technique is but one method of creating e-textile prototypes, but its nature means that it may have possibilities to extend the reach of workshops and educational spaces by making the learning and doing much easier. The ability to adapt existing analogue tools to be part of the creation of physical, digital prototypes and artworks means that traditional crafting techniques will persist and have a life in the on-going digital world. In this way, our technique is as much part of preserving heritage as striving for innovation.

9.5 Limitations & Future Work

Though there are broad applications for Punch-Sketching prototypes, there are several limitations to the technique. As mentioned earlier, the fabric, needle, and fiber (thread or yarn type) are connected, so an individual needle will not work with all fabrics, and practitioners often have several needles for working with different materials. In contrast, a sewing needle will work with most fabrics. The technique is also not useful for prototyping concepts that utilize or play with the resistance of threads, such as soft speakers [40] that have to be to be exactly 4Ω, 8Ω or 12Ω to function, because the length of a prototyped punched trace will be approximately 3 times longer than the final sewn trace, and will therefore have a different resistance.

Further research with more participants is needed for quantitative data on the technique as well as for the long-term use of Punch-Sketching, and how well the technique withstands use, and re-use. In this project we aimed for using commercial products, but further work is also needed on how we could design components specifically for punching. Finally, though we interviewed occupational therapists on the design of the tool, further testing with individuals with disabilities is needed to fully evaluate the accessibility of the tool.

10 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduce the method of Punch-Sketching e-textiles with a punch needle, which enables individuals to quickly undo and redo stitches as well as re-use materials for future projects. To better understand the use of punch needle as an accessible makerspace crafting tool we ran 3 studies with a total of 16 participants. During these studies, we conducted interviews with fiber artists (2), workshops with e-textile beginners (4), and interviews with occupational therapists (10). Based on insights gained, the paper provides recommendations for how to use this crafting method in makerspace settings and we discuss its applications for re-usable crafting, fuzzy interfaces, and prototyping e-textiles. Our findings also suggest the value of Punch-Sketching for accessible making and engaging them in inclusive design ideation. Our aim is for beginners and practitioners to leverage the capabilities of fiber arts tools in new ways to solve current e-textile prototyping barriers.
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